SYMBOLIC CEREMONIES
( O N LY T H E C E R E M O N Y )
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SAND
Using two glasses, bottles or decanters different
colored sand, the bride and groom pour into a
single container (The Unity Vase) while reciting
special statements or votes. As different colored
sand melts into The Unity Vase will form a new color. The Unity Vase usually saved as a keepsake
wedding ceremony and kept on display in the
house of the couple.

CANDLES
Bride and groom affirm their love by the lighting
of a unity candle, by having each side candle and
lighting it together. This special candle then becomes their wedding or commitment anniversary
candle to light this day every year from the rest
of their lives. Their streams of light flow together
and a single brighter light goes from their united
being.

M AYA N
A Mayan ceremony is considered a link with the
cosmos. Is a ritual of commitment to unite each
other as long as the commitment remains. The
Mayan Ritual is based in connection with the
universe and their gods. This Mayan ceremony
brings out the couple to the four cardinal points
(north, south, east and west) to unite them to the
feminine Mother Earth and the masculine Cosmic
Energy.
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C E LT I C
This kind of ceremony is very meaningful; it takes
place outside with nature to bless the union. The
soul would manifest in the trees, in the water in
the sun. The ceremony itself is a simple ritual called hand fasting. The bride and groom would
stand facing each other holding hands, and they
are bound by a ceremonial cord, as a symbol of
the unity of the couple. Is a very romantic and original wedding ceremony.

B U T T E R F LY
Butterflies represent Love, good wishes that return to us as true. If you give them as a present
or set free at your wedding, you will be sharing a
sign of dreams coming true, of good wishes and
everlasting love.

V O W S R E N O VAT I O N
In this vows ceremony, you can include your children in a family union ceremony as well, and of
course you may craft your own vows. And in this
special day we would like to embrace that moment with you.

RINGS EXCHANGE
The Wedding Ring symbolizes the commitment
between the couple. Also called the Alliance. The
wedding ring is traditionally placed in the left
hand, on the ring finger, because of the ancient
belief that the vein in that finger goes directly to
the heart. Then this custom was adopted by the
Romans and Christians until it became part of the
marriage ceremony.
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